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Over the past 10 years, the clinical and thera-
peutic approach to rheumatoid arthritis
(RA) has tremendously improved the out-
comes of patients, thanks to the recommen-
dations on how to deal with early RA,1 on
how to treat and monitor patients,2 and on
how to assess predictors of response or of
progression and non-response to initial
therapy with conventional synthetic disease
modifying antirheumatic drugs
(csDMARDs).3 These predictors have been
well defined over the years and include: (A)
high-disease activity; (B) autoantibody posi-
tivity (rheumatoid factor and/or antibodies
to citrullinated proteins) and (C) the early
presence of joint damage.3

The logical consequence of the eighth rec-
ommendation on the management of RA2

would be to deal carefully with patients
whether presenting with or without the risk
factors B and C. Yet no data are available on
treating patients with RA presenting with or
without risk factors B and C differently. None
of the trials in recent years have initially sepa-
rated patients with RA with and without risk
factors B and C to see whether these
patients, respectively, behave differently in
terms of major outcomes (remission, joint
damage and disability).
Surrogate information can be obtained

from randomised controlled clinical trials
(RCTs) in which patients with and without
all risk factors were enrolled. Looking at the
long-term extension, these trials could reveal
whether the risk factors really determine dif-
ferent outcomes in terms of gain of function
and protection from joint damage, and
therefore whether different approaches
should be established at diagnosis.
One of the trials that gives important clues

on how to properly treat patients with early
RA has been the BeST trial.4 This trial has
reached the 10th year of follow-up and can
therefore amply provide key information on
the medium to long-term course of early RA.

The rule adopted over the past few years
has been the treat-to-target (T2T) strategy.2

Among the overarching principles of the
T2T strategy, principle B states that “the
primary goal of treating patients with RA is
to maximise long-term health-related quality
of life through control of symptoms, preven-
tion of structural damage, normalisation of
function, and participation in social and
work-related activities”.
To reach these outcomes, ‘clinical remis-

sion’ is the golden key, meaning, that the
patient should be in a state of ‘absence of
signs and symptoms of disease activity’. The
BeST trial provides all information obtained
using different therapeutic strategies in active
patients with RA with and without autoanti-
bodies (rheumatoid factor-RF and or anticyclic
citrullinated protein autoantibodies—ACPAs).
Since the BeST also has X-ray baseline data,
patients could also be stratified according to
the baseline existence of joint damage.
The data discussed in the present study by

Akdemir et al,5 which is a subanalysis of the
outcomes at 10 years of follow-up of the BeST
trial, regard autoantibody (ACPA) negative
patients and these data are therefore welcome
because they can help to clarify whether the
approach to ACPA-negative patients can be
different or has to exactly follow the T2T strat-
egy that we adopt in treating AAb (autoanti-
body), either RF or ACPA-positive patients.
One of the major conclusions of the study

is that 76% (64/84) of patients on initial
monotherapy (MTX-methotrexate mainly)
failed to reach the treatment target of low
disease activity (LDA) after 3 months.
However, at 6 months, 39/84 (46%) had
reached LDA, and after 1 year and after
10 years the percentage of patients in DAS
44 remission was very similar between the
upfront monotherapy and the Combo
therapy. X-ray progression was minimal with
all strategies. Yet an important percentage
did not reach remission.
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A major drawback is that the ACPA-negative patients
had confounding characteristics: almost 30% were RF
positive and more than 60% were erosive. The first ques-
tion therefore is: does the scientific community agree
and accept that RF-positive ACPA-negative are similar to
ACPA-negative patients in terms of the initial approach
and prognosis? Are there clear-cut data showing that the
ACPA-negative subset, with and without RF, behaves simi-
larly? The subanalysis made in this study seems to disre-
gard the role of RF. The RF-positive patients are
reported to behave as ACPA negative. Yet we are left with
the suggestion that the only important test is ACPA.
The most comprehensive review on the prognostic

role of autoantibodies states that the combination of
ACPA and RF is worse than ACPA or RF alone in
decreasing order.6 In addition, it is well acknowledged
that the level of disease activity and mostly erosions at
baseline are relevant in predicting future erosions, inde-
pendently of autoantibodies.7

The second major conclusion of the study is that the
upfront Combo therapy (either with csDMARDs or
bDMARDs-biological DMARDs) gave fastest clinical
control in terms of disease activity and function (health
assessment questionnaire), whereas the final outcome in
terms of joint damage assessed through radiography did
not disclose any difference among the various thera-
peutic strategies since it was mild and clinically almost
irrelevant. No differences emerged among the treated
groups in terms of side effects and either mild or severe
adverse events. The authors therefore suggest that, when
the disease is very active, there should not be any differ-
entiation between RF-positive and RF-negative patients.
The take home message would be that rheumatologists
should target disease activity irrespectively of the other
prognostic factors (radiographic damage and RF and/or
ACPA positivity) considered in the recommendation
number 8. Obviously, this message would contend that
there are patients with RA needing only monotherapy
using csDMARDs as well as those needing rapid inter-
vention with Combo or bDMARDs. The main conclusion
would be that patients with high disease activity along
with already existing joint damage and or RF positivity
will not face a poor prognosis if treated with Combo
therapy, provided they are ACPA negative. Again, the
confounding of RF positivity along with the erosive fea-
tures already present at baseline do not allow the distin-
guishing of possible different outcomes among the two
major seropositive subsets (ACPA positive vs RF positive)
or not having radiographic damage at baseline.
At present, no data exist in the literature on the irrele-

vance of RF positivity in the long-term outcome of RA.
In fact, in the BARFOT cohort, the predictive values for
radiological damage and progression in patients with
positive tests for both anti-CCP and RF were similar to
those in patients who were positive for only one of the
two tests,8 and in the cohort the receiver-operating

characteristic curves for the progression of the modified
total Sharp score (mTTS) were similar for RF and
ACPA, with the ACPA positivity being more informative.8

Therefore, the data from the real world would suggest
not disregarding RF positivity.
The other side of the coin is represented by the

Canadian data from the Catch database. Shu et al9

suggest that even testing for ACPA positivity is not strictly
necessary since the outcome at 3 months in terms of
disease activity or health assessment questionnaire
(HAQ), in persistent synovitis of more than 6 weeks dur-
ation, did not change if patients were divided among
those seropositive for ACPA and/or RF, seronegative for
both or unknown (because not tested). These very short-
term data would suggest that the initial therapy with
csDMARDs could be started even without knowledge of
the autoimmune serology.
These are provocative data that emphasise the discrep-

ancy existing between the recommendations made by
the experts on the basis of the evidence, and the appli-
cation of the rules that should be adopted in the real
world.
Very likely, some of the predictors still considered very

important could vanish if another predictor, namely,
disease duration of less than 12 weeks, is adopted as a dis-
criminant factor for the major final outcomes (remission
and no further damage),10 but this has yet to be proven.
The subanalysis data of the BeST trial on ACPA-negative
patients with RA certainly allow us to move forward:
monotherapy with MTX in very active RA very unlikely
will provide major benefits, while Combo therapy, from
the beginning, will likely provide benefits without major
safety concerns in ACPA-negative patients with RA even
when RF is positive and the disease is erosive.
To correctly approach the RA syndrome, we certainly

need more data from the real world—before changing
the T2 T strategy—(1) that foresees 3 months with MTX,
and then three more months with the same csDMARD if
there is evidence of an improvement before changing
therapy, or adding on, and (2) to stratify the patients
according to disease activity plus ACPA and/or RF posi-
tivity, and by using structural damage as predictors to
define the most appropriate therapeutic algorithm even
in ACPA negative RA. Therefore, the answer to the ques-
tion—‘Should we maintain the T2T strategy even in
ACPA-negative patients?’—is YES.
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